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TJrbana, Illinois
To the President of the University
Dear Sir:
I have the honor to submit, herewith, the following supplemen-
tary report of the activities of the Health Service for the academic
year 1924-25,
Ducing the year, the visits to the Health Service Station reach-
ed a total of 46,269, which included 4,093 as a result of the re-
quired physical examination, 1,536 for re-examination and 5^,715 com-
municable disease observations for modified quarantine. This is an
increase of 12,334 over the previous year or 36.3^ and 61*3^ over
1922'*.23e This addition is not duo to the increased scope of the work
of the Health Service but to the growth of the University and a great-
er per cent of students using the Health Service. Of the members of
the class of 1928 approximately 89.1^ of the men and 80^ of the wom-
en have called one or more times at the Health Service Station for
conference and advice.
If the required visits for physical examination and those for
re-examination incidental to it, were deducted from the grand total
of visits for the year^ the call rate per student would be 4.6, an
increase per capita over last year of 1.3, As seen above» this rise
in visit rate has been largely determined by the communicable disease
exposure and morbidity rates in the University populationo
In the case of measles, German measles, mumps, and chickonpox
it has been possible to establish a modified quarantine by keeping the
students exposed under observation. By this procedure 16,112 days' ab-
sence from school were saved,— a loss of time equivalent to the clos-
ing of the College of Engineering for a period of 10.6 days.
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The use of the Ho spitnl during the past year "by students shows
an increase of 35.7^ over that of the previous year. Students are
making more and more use of the Hospital as they "better understand
its relation to prompt recovery and that it offers facilities super-
ior to those of their lodging houses. In addition to its health
value, hospitalization has a distinct educational advantage that
should "be reflected in the attitude of the pu"blic towards the main-
tenance of hospitals. It should also prove a future factor in short-
ening the duration of illness, and in reducing the mortality rate in
the communities from which the students come.
The Hospital has cared for 1220 students for a total of 4839 days,
an average of slightly less than four days per student. The per cap-
ita average for the tvro preceding years was 5.3 and 4»3 days respect-
ively. It is striking that the average stay per student has T^eea
steadily decreasing, and is less than any year since the establishment
of the Hospital* The numher of students admitted shows an increase of
321 over 1923-24.
One student died in the Burnham Hospital as a result of a colli-
sion while riding a sleigh attached to an automo"bil0o It is with
great satisfaction that we are a'ble to report that no deaths occurred
in the Students' Hospital* The Hospital operated this year without
a deficit.
In accordance with the University policy, all the new employees
in the departments of the University distributing food for human con-
sumption have had their carrier states determined and have been immun-
ized against smallpox and typhoid fever.
The Health Service has maintained close co-operation with the
Department of Physical Education in the classification of students
for gymnastic work and in the examination of those engaging in
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coinpGtitive athletics. One h^ondrcd and ninety two students were ro-^
exaninod to deternine their physical condition to take gynmastics.
Because of recent operations or convalescence from other prolonged
illnesses, 60 students were rccornrnended for temporary excuse and 124
were assigned to special classes in physical training. Eight were
permanently excused "because of the severity of their condition or
the risk involved in required exorcise*
Although the students had ahout the usual numhor of cases of
rminrps, measles and scarlet fever, there was no epidenic in the Univ-
ersity population during the yoar. Sporadic cases of infectious
diseases appeared rather frequently "but they wore put under control
before they could give rise to secondary cases*
The total nuin"ber of visits from Civil Service onployoes showed
a decrease of 148 visits over that of the previous year. This was
due to a decrease in the number of accidents occTiriing on the cainpus
and to fewer physical examinations of now employees. Of the accidents
occurring no serious, permanent results followed and although most of
the wounds were infected at the time of injury, grave complications
were avoided.
PHYSICAL 5XAI'.aNATI0NS
The total number of students examined during the year was 4093,
of which number 2760 were men and 1333 women, an increase of 30^
over the previous year^ Of this increase about half is due to the
fact that this was the first year examinations wore given in Feb-
ruary to students registering then. Thus those who entered in Feb-
ruary the previous year and also those matriculating in February 1925
are included with the total for the year.
The per capita cost for the examination of men was $0,425; of
the women $0.78, This is an increase in expense in both cases
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primarily due to cost of no'^i cquipncnt vrhich is on hand for future
use. The material had "been "borrovrod in previous years. The cxnn-
ination of women necessarily cost nore per capita than that of nen
due to the fact they can not "be handled in such large nu-ibers.
In the weeks follov^in^ registration 1307 men and 229 wonen were
called for re-exanination and advice concerning; their defects and
minor ailments discovered at the time of tlaeir examination*
Tabulated results of the medical hii^tories and physical exam-
inations of the class of 1928 are {^iven in Tables I, II, and III
in the appendix. The total is also cor-ipared with that of the class
of 1927, The variation "between the total examined given above and
that in Tables I, II, and III of the appendix is due to the fact
that all complete cxrmincations during the year are not included in
the tables. The totals a,s taken at registration periods aroi
men 2722, women 1205; total 3927.
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EXAMINATION 0^' THE CUSS OF i-928
FAMILY HISTORIES
Of th« students examined Vd^ eavo a history of parental t-ab©3rcu~
losis. This figure is the same as that of the last year and tends to shew
vary littlo fluctuation. The incidence is approximately the same in each
paront, but is slightly more coraiion in the mothor as may "be seen from
Table I. A greater per cent of women than men report tuberculosis in
their parents. This fact is probably due to the keener observation of
women and of their better opportunity to knovi' what is occurring within
their homes.
Table I
TABLE SHQgyiNG THE NUMBER OT STUDENTS IN ffiE CLASS OF 1928
WHO aAVE 4 HISTORY OF IHE FOLLOWING DISEASES IN
ONE OR BOTH PARENTS
Tuberculosis Cancer Norvcus Epilepsy
Breakdown
No. i
Men 110 4.0
Women 169 14.0
Total 279 ?.l
Noi. ^ Nc. i> No.
189 6.9 100 3.7 10 .37
139 11.5 63 5.0 6 .5
338 8,4 163 4,2 16 .41
In this class ©very 12th student gave a family history of parental
cancer* A total of 4.2^ of the class had a neuropathic heredity, that
is, one or both of thoir parents had suffered a norvcus breakdown. The
record of nervous instability in the student body closely parallels that
of the family history.
PERSONAL HISTORI ES
Inj uries
Twenty five and six-tenths per cent of the students of the class cf
1928 have suffered one or more injuries before entering the University.
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Twenty seven and seven-tenths per cant of the imsn and twenty and six-
tenths per cent of the women had "bean injured. This is a slight de-
crease in the percentage of the men ovir last year "but an increase of
four and six tenths per cent in the number of women injured. These facte
are further evidence of the upward tendency in the accident rate in the
general population. It also indicates that injuries are showing lose
and less sex predilection as girls engage in the vocations and avocatione
of the boys.
Table II shows in gross the portion of the body injured in the order
of their frequency in men and women.
Table II
BODILY DISTRIBUTION OF INJURIES
Men Women
3.7^ 3.6^
4.5^ .25^
17.9^ 16.25^
27.7^ 20.6^
Operations
Sixty four and nine -tenths per cent of the men and fifty seven and
one -tenth per cent of the wcmon of the class of 1928 had undergone |»jor
or minor operations. This is a marked increase over the previous year
when the pereentagos wore 41. 38/b and 43,5^ respectivoly. In the case
of men, operations about the head shewed a definite increaso while they
decreased in the case cf the women* Th% total operations on the head
shew an increase cf 5^ over last year.
HeAd
Chest
Abdominal
All Others
Total
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Table III
BODILY DISTRIBUTION ^ OPERATIONS
Men i WcL-iOn ^ Total ^ 1928 Total i 1927
Head 46.0 18.1 37.5 32.12
ChGst .04 .74 .25 .31
Abdoinsn 7.2 5.6 6.7 6.7
Others 11.6 32.5 18.0 2.8
Total 64.9 57.1 62.5 42.1
The high inci'-'lance cf head opcrftticns is duo tc the rein'^val cf
adenoids and tonsils. It indicates the hotter appreciation by the
rrenoral public of the rclaticn of nasal obstruction and fecal infect-
ions to /Toneral health, pliysical dcvelopir-ent , and ho?.ring. Tliis is
proijf of the fact that intelligent individuals will use the newer
nodical knowledge as they will that cf apflied science, in proncting
their own welfare.
Uses of Tea . Coffee, and Trbaccc
Six cf the rjien au<l three cf the women out cf ten in the class cf
1928 preferred coffee t-^ tea. There is a slightly greater use of
coffee by the class cf 1928 than that of 1927. The reverse is true
in the case of tea. Only 28.9/- cf the nen stated that they used
tobacco on onterin': the University. No w-nen .^avo such a history.
Table IV
Ccffeo Tea Tobacco
1927 1928 1927 1928 1927 1928
Men 57.7^ 62. 1^' 41. 3)fc 39,7^ 27.4^. 28.9^
Wonon 50. 2>^ 51.3^ 35. 6/i-
Sl^op
35. 1/-
Ninety o.nd nine-tenths per cent of the women r\nr\ ninety three and
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eight-tonths per cent of the r.on slocp tr^n 7-9 hours daily which
nay "bo ccnsidorad normal. One an^'. four- tenths per cent of the women
and one and two-tenths of the nen .nave a history of getting less than
7 hours sleep daily. Of the class of '28 slinjitly more men than women
slei t raor© than 9 hours daily
»
TahlQ V
Men ^ V/onen ^
7-9 hours 93.8 90,9
Under 7 hours 1«2 1.4
Over 9 hours 4.4 3<.7
Net Si>ecified o6 4.0
Glasses
At the tine of the exar:ination 762 men and 387 women, a total of
1149 students or 29.2^ cf the total examined, gave a history of wearing
glasses. Table VI which compares the class of *28 with that of ^27
and also with the mean average of five -preceding classes, shows that the
wearing of glasses is "bocomin.r; nore coririon.
Tab le VI
STUDENTS WEARING GLASSES W ENTERING COLLEGE
Glass Men ^ Women ^ Total ^
1928 28.0 32.1 29.2
1927 23.36 35.47 27.2
5 year mean 22.1 36.54 26»5
OccurroncG of Disease
Table VII and chr.rt IV show the incidence of disease among
prospective students of the class cf 1928 previous to their registration.
A study of the table reveals that a greater niiirber of women than men have
had chickenpox, influenza, rhouiriatic fever, and whooping cough, A great-
er number of men than wcmen have had measles, mumj^s, German measles,
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tonsillitis, scarlot fovor, rncju-.^rnia, tyih<~id fover, nnd diphtheria.
Malaria, sinallpcx, r.:Gningitis, and ncrvcus broakdcwn hr.vc shewn nc sgx
proferenco.
In the class cf 1928 tho cccurrenco cf ccrxnnicablG disease and the
hazards of its sequelae are abcait equally distributed "botwoGn men and
wcmen. The possible clcsor asscciaticn of the girls with tho patient
in the h-^-no and the greater liability to infection incidental to it,
seems to be offset by the possible greater out-door exposure to tho
Icwerins of resistance on the part of tho nan. Tlio great frequency of
conrminicabla disease and its dringerous ccirplications Gn5.aiasizc tho
problems of prevention.
Table VII
Disease
Appendicitis
Asthca
Chiekenpcx
Chorea
Constipation
Diphtheria
Dysentery
Gonorrhea
Influenza
I/Ialaria
Measles
Meningitis
Munps
RELATIVE OCCUERSN'CE OF CERTAI N DISEASES
1928 1927
Men '^ Women % Men ]^ Wcinen 5^
5.^ 7.1 5.03 9»6
1.2 1,1 .88 0,9
45,4 55.9 50.55 70,2
• 5 .17 »61 0.7
3.5 5.8 3,72 8.8
9..9 7.0 6.98 10.0
.66 .4 .56 0.8
.25 * .19 *
33.0 39.6 36.79 42.9
3c7 3.2 4.09 4.0
86.3 85.3 83.45 92.5
.33 .25 .37 0.7
59.3 56.3 64.90 53.7

Disease
Neurasthenia
Otitis Media
Pleurisy
Pneumonia
Po^oiT^elitis
Eheumati sm
Rutella
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Syphilis
Tonsillitis
Tubarculosis
* 10 •
Table VII Continued
1^28
Men ^ Women
1927
Men ^ Women ^
.9 1.0 .65 2.9
2o6 .5 1.95 2.1
1,5 3.2 2.09 2o7
9,1 4c4 11.50 13.1
•26 * .23 .4
4,2 5.8 4.33 4.6
9.9 5.0 11.69 16,3
16o4 14.5 15.36 16,3
5c0 4.8 3»33 3.a
# 4* « *
14,2 3e4 13«82 13.7
,z 33 .4
Typhoid Fever 5.3 3.7 5.22 5,0
Whooping Cou^ 53*9 64,5 54.75 69^2
The presence of otitis media is largely explained by the frequent
history of the occurroncG of measles, scar lot fever, tonsillitis, ani
influenza^ It is interesting to note that five times more men than
women gave a history of suppurating ears in the class of 1928.
About fear per cent of tho man and five per cent of the women have
had rheumatic fever before entering the University. A greater part of
those having had rhoumf.'tism have a resulting valvular heart injury.
Each year shows ft slight increase in the occurrence of rheumatism in
students entering the University, Tliis is a part cf the explanation of
the ever increasing death rate from heart trouble in the general popu-
lation.
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Ta,We VIII
OCCUREENCE 0? E^IMATIC FEVER
1928 Previous 5 year average
Men i 4.2 4.07
Women ^ 5.8 5c 26
Total ^ 4c7 4.38
T-uborculosis
Table VII shows that only 0e2/b of the men and no women gave a
history of having had tuborculesis. This mte is lower than any of the
previous years. It is not an accurate estimate duo to the fact thr.t in
cases where the disease has attacked the 'bcno it is often not recorded,
because tuberculosis is frequently crnsid^red by the laity to bo a
disease exclusively of the lungs.
IMvIUNIZATIOH
Inn lipox
A graphic illustration of the number of students on entering the
University who havj been vaccinr.ted for sr^allpox as compa,red with the
actual occurrence of the disorse is given in chart number V. It is a
regretable fact that ab'-ut one-fifth of both the men and women have
never been vaccinated.
Table IX
VACCIMATI ON A^ ^ of class
havine had
Under 10 yrs. 10-20 yrs . Oyer 20 yrs . Total sirallpcx
V ~r^ F ~^
Men 20.3 57.0 3,3 80c 6 5.0
Women 30^0 46c9 2.2 79.1 4.8
TYPHOID FEVER MP ra!UIJIZATION
Th3 figures of the past years taken frcm the records of students
entering the University for the first time indicate a trend upward in
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the :aumber of persons in the general population who take advantage of
typhoid inoculation. Associated with this fact there is just as defi-
nite a trend downward in the numhcr having had typhoid fever. Of tho
class of 1928, 15,6^ of the men and 3.1^ of tho womon had beon in-
oculated, while 3.7^ of the womon -ind 5.3^ of tho men hrve a history
of having had typhoid. This typhoid morbidity is proof of the need for
suporvision of all food handlers as to their carrier state and the ne-
cessity of their inoculation.
PHYSICAL EXAIvHNATIONS
Goners 1 Develo"Pment
Wcnen
Men
Total
Excellent
—
s
—
2.0
Table X
Good Fair
3.0
'd
46.4
60,7
66.3
45,4
32.0
36.0
Poor
—JT"
4,6
3.7
3.9
No Record
1.6
,6
1.1
Table X gives a classification of the physical development of the
men and women of the class of 1928. Slightly over one- third of the
total were classified as fair, over onc;-half as good, 2.7 per cent ag
oxcellont, and, only 3.9 per cent as poor. It indicates that the
physiques of womon are not quite as well developed as those of men.
Nutri tion and Bui Id
Tables XI and XII show that tho gen-ral rutrition of tho class is
mainly average, that r^ slightly larger per cent o"^ men than women are
classified as thin, th't obesity is approximately four timos more common
in womon than in m.n. In nutrition and build men tend to approach the
mean while womor slightly incline toward the extremes. This difference
seems to hold from yoa-.' to year and is also noticeable in school
children. 'Ihc girls tend to extremes and the boys towards thp average.
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The table also indicates that there are cases that warrant particular
attention from the standpoint of corrective physical training.
Tab l3 XI
NUTRITION
Total
Thin Average Obese No Record Examined
Women 9.9 80,0 6.4 3.7 1205
Men 11,2 85.9 1.9 1.0 2722
Total 10.8 84.0
Tablo
3»3
XII
1.9 3927
BUILD
Mon
Women
Total
Color
Blue
Gray
Dark Gray
Greenish
Hazel
Dark
Stocky Medium Slender
i
No Record
25.0 46.4 26.0 2.6
17.1 60.9 20.7 1.3
22.6 51.0 24.7 1.7
Color of Eyes
Tabic XIII
Men
5^
Women
36.1 33.4
6.5 11.1
2.5 2.8
18.3 9.8
6.9 14.1
27.5 25.9
Net Specified 2.2 2.9
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Color of Hair
Table XIV
Color Men Women
lo %
Flsocen 9.0 2.6
Fair 2,4 4.9
Eeddish 5.3 3.8
Light BroTTn 19.3 18.3
Brown 38.8 31.7
Dark Brovm 11.8 30.7
Black 10.6 3.7
Not Specified 2.8 4.3
The color of the eyes and hair of the women of the class of '28
closely parallels that of the men. Blue eyes are more mjmerous than
any other color. In the color of hair the main differences shown in
tahie XIV arc in light "brown and black. The number of women having
light broTm hair being greater than the number of men and the nimiber
of men having black hair exceeding: the number of women.
Teeth
• The following table shows the nuribor and per cent of the class of
1928 whose teeth need attention, end those whose teeth are classified
as normal. Many of the conditions requiring care bxc in the main, the
need of cleaning, one or more cavities to be filled, or the loss of a
tooth. On the whole the teeth of the students entering the University
arc in good condition c?jid their oral hygiene is good.
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Table XV
T2BTH
Men Women
Abnormal No* 1937 719
^
71.2 59.7
Normal No. 785 486
<f,
28.8 40.3
Total Examined 2722 1205
Thyroid
An examination of chart VI and table XVI illustrates the increasing
prevalence of enlargement of the thyroid gland. The figures are the
highest since this data has been taken. Of the part of the class of *28
that comes from Illinois about one woman in tTo and about one man in six
has some enlargement of this gland. While the condition is usually
slight, moderate and marked cases of 2^ to 6^ in romen occur. The in-
cidence of enlarged thyroid in women is three times that of men. The
trend of hypcrtrophj?- is definitely up77ard.
The data, here given bears out previous generalizations that the
Great Lalces region is one of the goitre regions of the world as the
percentage was greatest in that zone. Of the four zones the two farth-
est from the Great Lalces have the smallest percentage of cases of hyper-
trophy. The ratio of these t'cvo zones is alvrays about the same.
The results of these findings show that thyroid enlargement is a
problem in Illinois that is becoming more important each year.
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TalDle XVI
RESULTS OF TKTROID EXA.!NATIONS
Student s from $ of Number Students with Enlarg. Thy . ^ of Total
Zone from State Numb or Per cent No. from Sta"*
Zone* Wom.en Men
Total
Women Men Women Hen
First 224 743 36.9 44.2 148 158
Second 195 411 32,2 24.5 103 67
Third 146 392 24.1 23.3 84 42
Jourth 41 135 6.8 8.0 16 16
-^06 1681 100.0 100.0 351 283
Women Men Women Men
56.0 21.2 42.1 55.8
52.8 16.3 29.4 23*7
57.5 10.7 23.9 14.8
39.0 11.8 4.6 5,7
100^0 100 a
^Definition of Zones
First: within 50 miles of Chicago; 15^ of the total area of the state.
Second; 50 to 100 miles from Chicago; 43-;^ of the total area of the state
Third; 100 to 200 miles from Chicago; 36^ of the total area of the state,
Fourth; over 200 miles from Chicago; 6,^ of the total area of the state.
Table XVII
ILLINOIS C0U1ITI?.S AND TH'fROID
ZON^S \7ITKIN rrKICH THEY LIE
Adams-3
Alexander-4
Bond-3
Boonc-2
Brown-3
Bureau-
2
Calhoun-4
Carroll-2
Cass-2
Cha:npaign-2
Christ ian-3
Clark-3
Clay-3
Clinton-4
Coles-3
Cook-1
Crawford-3
Cumberl£\nd-3
DeKalb-1
DeWitt-3
Douglas-3
Dupage-1
Edgar-a
Edwards-3
Effinghan-3
Fayette-3
Ford-2
Franklin-4
Fulton-3
Gallatin-4
Greene-3
Grundy-
1
Hamilton-4
Hancock-3
Hardin-4
Henderson-3
Honry-2
Iroquois-2
Jackson-4
Jasper-3
Jcfferson-4
Jersey-3
JoDaviess-2
Johnson-
4
Kane-1
Kendall-1
Kankakee-2
Knox-3
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Ta'ole XVII (Continued)
ILLINOIS COUNTIES AND THYROID
ZONES 7/ITKIN THilCK THEY LIS
Lake-1
LaSalle-2
Lawrence-3
Lee-2
Livingston-3
Logan-3
McDonough-2
McHenry-
1
McLean-2
Macon-3
Maco'apin-3
Madison-3
Marion-3
Mar shall-2
Mason-3
Mas sac-4
Menard-3
Mercer-3
Monroe-4
Montgomery-2
I/'organ-3
Moultrie-3
OglG-2
Peoria-3
Perry'-4
Piatt-3
Pike-3
Pope-4
Pulaski-4
Putnain-2
RandoIph-4
Richland-3
Rock Island-'4
Saline-4
Sangaraon-3
Schuyler-3
Heart
Scott-3
Shelby-3
St. Clair-4
Stark-3
Stephenson-2
Tazcwell-2
Union-4
Vermillion-2
Wa'bash-3
Warren-S
I7ashington-4
Wayne-3
WhitG-4
Whiteside-2
Will-1
Williaiason-4
Winnebago-2
Woodford-2
Graph IX and tables XVIII and XIX show the heart abnormalities of
men and women of the class of 1928 T/ith a comparison of their heart de-
fects.
Table XVIII
HEJmT ABNOR:L\LITIES
No. Total Examined
Men 79 3.0 2722
Women 42 3.5 1205
Enlarged
Aortic Lesion
Mitral Lesion
Table XIX
COMPARISON OF i\BN0E^IALITi:53
Men
%
None
Women
$
None
.04 -6
1.75 2.92

^ 18 -
When one considers the age of those examined it is disconcerting
that 79 nen and 42 women have definite heart lesion. The percentage
shovm in the above ta-hle is ahout the same as that of the previous year.
The personal history of those with heart disease shows that their con-
dition is a result ma-inly of communicahle disease j and in less degree, of
too strenuous exercise "before maturity. The record also reveals the
great danger of enga.ging in strenuous exorcise before complete con-
valescence from tonsillitis, diphtheria, measles, scarlet fever, influenza.
and pneumonia.
Chest and Luni; Abnormalities
The results of examinations of chests and lungs arc summarized in
table XX. The ratio of chest defects in men and women is as 7 is to 10.
Both chest and lung abnormalities are considerably more common in vromen
than in men.
Chests Abnormal
Lungs Abnormal
Total Examined
No.
12
2722
Table XX
!.!en HFomen
. ^ No, i
2.06 78 6.45
1 .44 15 1.24
1205
Total
No.
134 3.41
27 .7
3927
Enlarged Lymph Glojids
Tabic XXI shows the percentage of enlargement of the lymph glands
and their location. It is interesting in that women show a larger per
cent of markedly palpable glands in the neck and men those in the axilla.
It probably indicates a higher rate of infection about the nose and throat
of \7omen than men, and a greater number of injuries of the hands of men
than women.
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Tablo XXI
-
Men Women To tal
No. ^ No. i No. i
Epitrochlear 38 1.39 1 .08 39 .99
Axillary 185 6.8 10 o83 195 4.96
Cervical 275 10.01 156 12.94 431 10.98
Inguinal 195 7.16 77 6.39 272 6,9
Total Exanined 2722 1205 3927
Abdomen Abnormal it ics
In table XXII is sho^n the status of the abdoniinal Trails of students
exaiTiincd in the class of 1928. This data is only valuable as an indi-
cator of nuscular tone and development. It suggests indirectly the
efficiency of the physical training previously received in the high schools
from which the students cone.
Table XXII
Men TTomen Tc.tal
No. i No. i • No. i
Rigid 62 2.28 100 8.28 162 4.1
Relaxed 44 1.6 49 4,0 93 2.4
Normal 2616 96.12 1056 87.72 3672 93.5
RiilRNIA
Hernia occurs much more frequently in men than in women. In the
class of 192P one wonaa in 401 or .24^ had hernia as compared to one
man in 75 or 1.4^, Ch-art XI shows the occurrence of hernia during the
past five years. The class of 1928 sho-^s fewer cases of hernia than any
of the previous four classes.
PAIPA3LE 0RC-.\N$
In table XXIII is shovsrn the rate in which the livcrj kidneys, emd
spleen may be palpataiSsd' at the tines o*" physical aai^.irAtlon. Sach arge^

* 20 -
shows a higher rate of palpability in wonon than in nen. The explanation
of this is largely the thinner walls and less development of the rmsciila-
turo of the ahdonen of wonon. With this anatomical difference is often
fomid lowering relaxation of the aMominal viscera which i^rould make then
more readily palpahle. These findings also indicate the need for correc-
tive exercise.
Table XXX I
I
Men Wonen Total
Fo. i No. i No.
Liver
Kidneys
Spleen
2 .07
2 ,07
3 .11
Total Examined 2722
4
1205
41
,49
:33
as
8
.18
3927
GEITITO-UHINARY-ORGANS
Gircimcision
A total of 839 students had been circiincisod when they entered the
University. This is 30.8^ which is the highest it has ever been, and is
an increase of 8.5^ over the previous year.
Teste s
CLASSIFICATION OF i\BNOR!vLiLITIES
Table XXIV
Atrophied
Enlarged
Undescended
Hydrocele
Varicocele
Total nuraber examined
No»
2
3
21
1
142
2722
.07
ell
.77
.04
5.21

r ^1
UEIILILYSIS
Tabic XXV
I.^en Women Total
No. t
Acid 1996 73,3
Neutral or other-
wise unclassified 571 20.9
Alkaline 46 1.7
Sii^ar 23 .8
All)-ainin 86 3.1
No.
666
523
55,2
43,3
No.
2662 67.8
1094 27,8
.58
.41
.49
Total Examined 2?'^2 1205
53
28
92
3927
1,3
.7
2.3
V The result of urinalysis is shown in the above table. It is strik-
ing that 3,1^ of the men and .49-^ of the T7onen had albuminuria at the time
of the physical examination, and .87$ of the former and .4^ of the latter
were glycosuria.
F3ST
Among the members of the class of 1928 third degree flat foot occurs
about once in every 11 ';7omcn exajnined ajid about once in every 21 men. A
comppxative classification of abnormalities is found in chart XII,
FOOT A3N0R:,1\LITIES
Table XXVI
Men Women Toital
Long Arches No. i No. 1. No. i
First Degree 599 22.0 376 31.1 975 24.9
Second Degree 362 13.3 242 20.0 604 15.4
Third Degree 130 4.8 113 9.3 243 6.2
Total Abnormal 1091 40,1 731 60.7 1822 46.4

Anterior Arches
First Degree
Second Degree
Third Degree
Total Abnorinal
NTinher Examined
•^ 22 -
Table XXVI (Continued)
Men Women To tal
Ho. i- m. I Ho. i.
157 5,8 478 39.7 535 16,1
127 4.7 178 14.8 305 7.7
42 1.5 135 11.2 177 4,5
326 11.9 791 65,6 1117 28.4
2722
Joints
1205 3927
Physical ahnormalitios of the joints were few in nnnher. Two wonon
and twenty eight men had defects of this nature. In nineteen of the thirty
cases the lower extremities were involved.
Upper Extremities
Right
Left
Lower Extremities
Right
Left
Total Abnormal
Total Examined
'Table XXVII
JOINT Diili'i^CTS
Men Women Total
% No. 1^ No. i
6 .22
4 .15
1
None
,08
5 ,18 1
13 ,5 None
28 1.03 2
22 1205
HOSE .\ND THROAT
.08
.16
7 .18
4 .1
6 .15
13 ,33
30 • 8
3927
Of the abnormalities of the nose, deviated septum was the most common
among the class of 1928. It occurred once in every eight students. Other
defects are noted in the follo\7ing table.
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Tabic XXVIII
AB!?0R!14LITIi:S OF NOSE
Men
No. -^
235 8.6
277 10.1
I7onGn
No. %_
193 15.0
206 17.1
103 3.8
2722
211 17 „5
1205
Total
No. I
428 10,9
483 12,8
314 7,0
3927
The class of 1928 is apparently remarkably free from adenoids. Small
adenoids, however, nay occasionally he missed during the cxanination, but
such is not the case where the condition is marked.
Chronic pharyngitis was present in two women and eight men. The
Incidence of chronic pharyngitis has always been greater among men than
women, probably due to smoking.
Tabic XXIX and chart XI give the condition of the tonsils of members
of the class of 1928. It will be noted that more women than men have their
tonsils removed. Several years ago it was decidedly the other way. It
will also be noted that more women thaji men have diseased tonsils.
Table XXIX
Men
No. i
T7omcn Total
Absent
Pathological
All Other
Total Abnormal
Total Exa-nined
554 20,3
361 13,3
413 15.2
774 28,5
2722
No. 1.
359 29.8
62 5.1
359 29,8
421 34.9
1205
No.
913
423
23.3
10.8
772 19,6
1195
3927
30o4
5.\RS
In table XXX arc sur.imarized the car findings of both men and women
in the class of -28. The striking thing is the fact that seven cases,
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all in nen, were fomid of chronic suppurating otitis (discharge of car)
In cvory instance the condition dates back to rneaslos, scarlet fever.
influenza or large tonsils.
Cerurnen
Chr. Supp.
Speech
Abnomal
Total Examined
Tahle XXX
Men Women
No. Jl. No. i
345 12.7 179 14.9
7 .25 None
3 ,1 None
355 13.0 179 14.9
Total
No.
524
2722 1205
534
3927
13.3
.17
• 07
13.5
EYE
Tahle XXXI reveals the fact that one in every three and one half
students of the class of '28 irroars glasses. The variation in the si^ht
of the right and left eye is very slight, although this class shows the
usual tendency toward the right "being the breaker. About one woman in
two has errors of refraction and one in eleven has it corrected. One
nan in three and one half has such a condition and one in 108 has it
corrected.
Lids
Refraction
0. D.
0. S.
Corrected
Conjunctivitis
I7ear Glasses
Total Exa-nined
Tahle XXXI
Men Women Total
No.
-fo No. % No. i
12 ,44
443 16,3
350 12.9
25 .91
1 .04
762 28.0
2722
None
559 46.4
544 45.1
97 8.05
None
387 32.1
12 .3
1002 25.5
894 22.8
122 3.1
.025
1205
1149 29.2
3927
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SPINS
In taT:le XXXII are {:;ivGn the altnomalities of the spino. The lou
incidence in nen represents anatomical a"bnorinalitics. In woncn the
hi£;h percentage is due to tho classification of spine conditions on the
"basis of post-ujral defects. Happily, the great majority of those defects
are correctable "by ^-ymnastics £ind individual attention. The structural
deformities in women, as v/ell as those in men are remedied with difficulty
if afaXl;^ "because they have "become fixed and in most instances are
associated with verto"bral changes.
Table XXXII
Men Women
No*
. i No.
Kyphosis 51 1,87 870 72.2
Lordosis 48 1.7 594 49.3
Scoliosis 65 2.4 466 38.7
Total Examined 2722 1205
I;J:iUICAL ATTEIITIO!! QE STUDENTS
Total
No. i
921 23,4
642 16.1
531 13.5
3927
Chart XIII illustrates the growth of the Health Service during the
last nine years. Table XXXIII ,-;ivos a comparison of the Fork done by the
Health Service for the past two yoars.
Table XXXIII
Advice in case of Illness
First aid in injury and
infection
Sent to hospital
Referred to specialists
Excuses recommended
Urinalysis
Complete physical examinations
Including entrance examinations
1923-24
3056
10886
456
543
4518
3330*
3211*
1924-25
4738
11786
737
747
6985
4220*
3976*
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Ta'ble XXXIV sIiovts in a general vray the kind of personal attention
given to students during the acadcnic year 1924-25
•
Table XXXIV
IffiDICAL ATTETTION OF STUDI^TTS
llonthly Distriljution
Sent to Excuse Referred Urin- Mvico in First Aid Corrolete
Hospital Rocon- to Spe- alysis Case of in Injury Physical
nendcd cialists Illness & Infection Zxans.
July 35 11 4 17 238 4
Aug.
_
2 2 i 2 54 1
Sept. 6 29 17 3438* 77 349 3418*
Octc 52 789 134 91 571 1474 4
Nov. 72 1134 96 486* 671 1517 437*
Dec. 49 822 79 16 524 1345 6
Jan, 108 723 78 31 624 1310 12
Pc"b. 122 507 74 269* 515 10C7 24C*
Mar. 175 1316 117 20 759 1594 13
Apr, 60 801 68 12 505 1095 16
May 82 G14 57 21 4-14 1282 12
June 11 13 14 39 341 26
Total 737 5985 747 4388 4748 11786 4197
Includes entrance exardnations.
Ta'ble XXXV gives a conparison of the nuni"ber of visits to the Health
Service, "by months, for the last two years.
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July
August
SeptcmlDer
Octo'ber
Novem*ber
DecenlDer
January
February
March
April
May
June
Total
Includes entrance cxa^ninations.
Table XXXV
SUM!l"iIlY OF VISITS
1923-24 1924-25
375 554
200 101
4451* 4913*
4075 5200
364C 5446
2S26 4292
2999 5162
4030 457G
4448 6020
3611 3907
30C6 4529
370 1321
33935 4S103
Table XXXVI gives a comparison of the men and women visits to the
Health Service in the ^ear 1924-25. Table XXXVII shows the total visits
for the past nine years. It will be noted that the increase of 1924-25
over 1923-24 is 36.3^ and over 1922-23 61.3)$,

- 2G
Table XXX7I
1924-1925
Total Vis
Men Women
3its
Total
Re-exaninat
Men Women
ions
Total
c.p.
Men
.*lxan. 1
Women
Students
Total
July 45C 96 554 2 2
Aug. 77 24 101
~
1 1
Sept, G17 159 986 54 3 57 3 3
Oct. 4090 1190 5280 461 70 531 2 2
Nov. 4200 1246 5446 230 47 277 1 1
Dec. 3189 1103 4292 230 42 272 3 2 5
Jan, 4003 1159 5162 76 5 81 3 2 5
Feb. 3425 1153 457P 92 4 96 1 2 3
Mar. 4259 1761 6020 96 36 132 5 7 12
Apr. 2739 1168 3907 52 6 58 6 3 9
May- 3392 1137 4529 15 15 30 3 5 8
June 951 370 1321 1 1 2 5 5
Total 31600 10576 42176 1307 229 1536 35 21 56
Intrance examinations not included.
Table XXXVII
TOTAL VISITS*
T«aff' No. Year No.
1916 - '17 6825 1920 - '21 16945
1917 - »18 8537 1921 - '22 20949
1918 - »19 9972 1922 - <23 28672
1919 - '20 12335 1923 - «24
1924 - '25
33935
46269
Includes entrance examinations.
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CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES
Forty-six civil service applicants for the position of laborer at
the University were examined diiring the year. All of these y^ere men.
The applicants -were classified physically as shown in the following
table. Eor the detailed results of the examinations of the employees
see Table VI of the appendix of this report.
Table XXXVIII
RESULTS OE PHYSICAL EXAIvIINATIONS OE E:{PLO'fEES
Total niomber examined 37
G-rade given
Good 29
Fair 7
Disqualified 1
The visits of employees to the Health Service for the last nine
years is shown on graph XV. While there has been aji increase in the
visits to the Health Service due to the giving of first aid to injured
employees, still there is a noticeable decrease in the number of employee
visits the last two years. The decrease of 1924-25 from 1923-24 amounts
to 30.8^. This is largely due to fewer men being examined under the
Civil Service, due to employees remaining longer in their positions. .
Table XXXIX and XL show, in brief, the location and type of ihjury re-
ceived by employees.
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TaUc XXXIX
SUWJmY OF INJURIES OF EIIPLOYSES BY LOCATION
1924-25
Location
Eyes 7
Head 5
Body 8
Arms 3
Hands 8
Fingers 15
Legs 2
Feet 1
Toes 3
Joints 8
Not Classified 16
TaTsle ^
CLASSIFICATION OF INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES
Location
Foreign body
in eye 6
Laceration^j piirictiarcs,
abrasions, and incisions 23
Sprains, strains 5
'.. -
' Br'aises/ciniiusionB* crashed 13
Fractures 7
Infections 8
Burns 6
Not Classified 13
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?.!EDICAL SUPEHVISIO:^" 07 FOOD HAtTDLEHS
This year, as in the past, the Health Service supervised, medically,
the University employees who come in contact with food in the Dairy De-
partment, the University Cafeteria, the T7oman's Residence Hall, Universi-
ty Hospital and Davenport Hall. All those were inoculated for typhoid
fever who had not "been immunized within the last three years. Widal tests
of the "blood were made of all food handlers before immunization against
typhoid fever, and feces examinations whenever a history of having had the
disease was given. The employees v/ore also vaccinated against smallpox in
accordance with University regulations.
STUDENT HOSPITAL
The Hospital has cared for a total of 1220 patients during the year
for a total of 4839 days, sin average stay of 4 days per student. This is
the lowest average stay since hospitalization of students hy the University
The average of the two preceding years was 5.3 and 4.3 days respectively.
In comparing the numhcr of students who entered the hospital in 1924-25
with the registration, it is found that 13.8^ or 1 in 7.2 students used
the hospital. The previous year only 1 in 10 students registered made
use of the hospital. There is an increased tendency on the part of
students to use the hospital for minor illnesses. This shows a greater
appreciation of the value of trained care in the early stage of illness;
its result is reflected in the shorter stay in the hospital.
Chart XVII shows the number of cases in the hospital by months.
The peak: was reached in January 1924-25. Past years have shown that it
generally is reached in February or March. This year was peculiar in
that a noticeable drop in the number of patients came in February and
then increased to almost the January figure in March.
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HOSPIT.\L ASSOCIATION
Table XLI conrpaurcs the n-umbor vrho joined the Hospital Association
with the total registration. A definite increase of 1924-25 over that
of the previous year will he noticed.
Tahle XLI
Year Registration Memhership Per cent
1920-21
1st. Semester 7500 2723 36»3
2nd. Semester 7098 2545 35.9
1921-22
1st, Semester 8275 3838 46,4
2nd. Semester 7739 3425 44.3
1922-23
1st. Semester 8406 3343 39 ,-8
2nd. Semester 7858 3784 48.2
1923-24
1st. Semester 8407 3670 43.6
2nd. Semester 7860 3161 40.2
1924-25
1st. Semester 9081 4046 44.6
2nd. Semester 8497 3885 45.7
C0I.QvIUNI CABLE DISEASE
Chart XVIII and Tahle XLII illustrate the occurrence of communicable
diseasesas compared to non-commanicable diseases at the Student Hospital,
They are interesting in that they shov7 epidemic diseases accounted for
2165 hospital days, almost half the total number, while the cases were
slightly more than one-third of the total number. The previous year there
were but 57 cases of epidemic diseases as compared to 343 this year. Table
XLIII gives the number of the various communicable diseases and the days
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spent in the hospital for each disease.
It should "be noted there were 122 cases of nrumps for a total of 947
days; 159 cases of influenza for 550 days; and 17 cases of scarlet fever
for 251 days.
July
August
SepteralDer
Octoher
NoveralDer
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
Total
Table XLII
1924-1925
Coimranicable
Days
56
173
Cases
10
23
169 29
497 76
523 81
499 82
120 17
85 19
44 5
2166 343
Non-Coimnunicable
^a.ys
35
274
281
215
416
342
474
242
328
66
2673
Cases
14
101
105
65
150
104
130
79
108
21
877
Total
Days
35
330
454
384
913
865
973
362
413
110
4839
Cases
14
111
128
94
225
185
212
96
127
27
1220
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TaUo XLIII
Disease CriGOS Total HosT^ital Days
Influenza 159 560
Pneumonia 6 ^"^
Tuberculosis 6 67
Malaria 1 4
Scarlet Fever 17 251
Chickenp?}/ 7 70
Typhoid Pever 2 49
Diphtheria 2 23
Rubella 16 106
Measles 5 22
Mumps 122
,
947
Total 343 •..i. 2166
Smallpox
The year 1924-25 is the second year in sueoession that smallpox has
failed to make its appearance among the student body. This is remarkable
when 20^ of both the men and women on entering the University are un-
vaccinal ed and only 5fo have had the disease.
VElJSRSiYL DISSiVSES
During the year fifteen students who had venereal diseases were
seen by members of the Health Service staff. Of the fifteen cases
thirteen were gonorrhea and two were syphilis.
II^IUNIZATION
A definite and concerted effort was made by members of the Health
Service staff to have all students and employees immunized against
smallpox and tj-phoid fever. Particular attention was given students not
vaccinated at the time of taking their entrance examinations. Such
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students on being called in for rc-examination vfcre advised personally
to be vaccinated. As a result of this effort 448 students and employees
were vaccinated for smallpox is compared to 85 the year before and 532
were inoculated for typhoid fever as compared to 220 last year.
BACTERI OLO&ICX EX.V TNATI ONS
The results of the bacteriological examinations made of throat
cultures, sputum, blood, and feces are shown in table XLIV.
Table XLIV
BACT5RI0LQGICi\L EXAMINATIONS
Diphtheria culture.
Positive
Negat ive 40
Vincent ' s Angina , 29
Streptococci 1
Sputum. (Tuberculosis)
Positive 3
Negat ive 29
Feces for Typhoid Fever
Positive.
Negat ive 2
Wassemian Test for Syphilis
Positive ,
Negative 11
FIRST AID G.VBIITSTS
As in past years the Health Service has maintained the first aid
cabinets in the different buildings of the University by frequent
periodic visits. During the year several ne^v ones were installed at
the request of heads of the department in vhich accidents vorc likely
to occur.
INSTRUCTION
Instruction in hygiene during the year 1924-25 was given by members
of the Health Service staff to a total of 2766 students registered in
T
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thirteen sections, four of v.^hich r^crc of women pjid. nine raon.
This V7as the first yer.T that hygiene for men was required during
"both the first ^nd. second semesters. As a result, nine sections totaling
1782 men wore lectured to each week the second semester by medical ad-
visers for men. The course for rromen was repeated the second semester
and 93 were enrolled in the one section. Sixty-seven students were given
instruction in a course in advanced hygiene the second semester also,
making the total students enrolled the second semester 1924.
COOPER^VTION lYITH F.LMILY PHYSICI/iNS
The Health Service has cooperated with the family physicians of
students in every way possible. Correspondence with out of town doctors
concerning the physical condition of students under their charge has
steadily increased during the year. This is to the great advantage of
the students as it malces it possible for the Health Service to advise
them in making effective the care of the family physician, and it bene-
fits the Health Service in that it gives greater information concerning
the medical history ,^nd physical condition of the student.
Local physicirjis have given their aid in caring for the students
and in helping with thx- physical cxpj-.:inations at the time of registration.
He spec tfully submitted,
J. Howard Beard, M. D.
University Health Officer

MMJAL REPORT 0? THE HEALTH SERVICE
1924-1925
APPEITDIX
I
UIHTH MITUAL HEPOFlT OF HEALTH -SHEYI-CE
APPIIHDIX
Table X
sui^irjMY 01 mncAL HI STORIES
l!en Women Class of '28 Class of '27
Total Total
Total n-am"beT
examined 2*5^22 1205 3927 3146
Total number
re-examined 1?07 229 1536 1214
TulDarculosis fo"'.md
in parents 213 169 384 228
Cancer fo^md in
parents 169 139 328 220
NeTirasthenia fou-'id
in parents 100 63 163 152
Epilepsy found in
parents 10 6 16 15
Injuries:
Head 100 44 144 91
Chest 122 3 125 41
.Abdominal 45 5 50 13
Other 488 19S 584 661
Operations.:
Head 1254 219 1473 1015
Chest 1 9 10 10
Abdominal 195 68 263 211
Other 317 392 709 89
Vacc inat ion scar'( age
Under 10 yrs.. 548 361 909 787
10 to 20 yrs.. 1573 555 2139 1317
Over 20 yrs. 91 27 118 104
Sleep
Under 7 hours 32 17 49 102
7 to S hours 2555 1095 3651 2768
Over 9 hours 121 45 156 157
Stimulants:
Tea 1082 417 1499 1243
Coffee 1S92 618 2310 1742
Tobacco 787 787 591
Diseases
Aiiygdal it i s 387 41 428 434
Appendicitis 134 86 220 204
Astl-ima ^* 53 14 47 28
Chicken pox 1432 788 2220 1790
Chorea 12 .2 14 20
Constipation 96 71 167 168
Diphtheria 270 81 351 250
Dysentery 11 5 ,16 20
(ronorrhea 7 X ^ 4Influenza 919 477 ' 1396 1219
Malaria 100 39 139 128
Meningitis 9 3 12 15

— <o —
Ta.Dlf2 I - Cont !4
Men Women ex.ass of ^28
Total
Class of '27
Total
Diseases
Measles 2352 1029 3381 2714
Mii/irp s 1615 679 2294 1929
Neurasthenia 21 11 32 43
Otitis Media 72 6 78 63
Pleurisy 42 39 81 72
Pneumonia 335 174 509 378
Poliomyelitis 7 7 9
Rheumat i sm 113 73 186 139
Rubella 271 60 331 413
Scarlet fever 446 176 622 492
Smallpox 138 59 197 103
Tuberculosis 5 5 8
Typhoid Fever 146 45 191 162
Tjrphoid vac. 432 38 470 445
Smallpox vac. 1921 330 2251 1828
Wear glasses 762 387 1149 856
Whooping coiigh 1467 777 2244 1868
Table II Appendix
SUW^mY OF PHYSICAL SXA!-.!IMTIONS
Men Women Class of '28 Class of '27
Total Total
General Development
Excellent 80 25 105 65
Good 1652 559 2211 1321
Fair 870 545 1415 1396
Poor 98 55 153 258
Nutrition
Thin 304 120 424 796
Average 2338 965 3303 2051
Obese 51 78 129 126
Build
Stocky 682 205 888 302
Medium 1264 734 1998 2122
Slender 719 249 968 633
Eyes
Blue 982 403 1385 1285
Gray 177 134 311 348
Dark Gray 68 34 102 55
Greenish 499 118 617 335
Hazel 189 170 359 606
Dark 748 312 1060 371
Hair
Fair 65 59 124 79
Flaxen 245 32 277 58
Reddish 145 46 191 111

- ^3 -
TalDlG II - Cont'd
IJcn Vomcn Glass of »28
Total
Class of '27
Total
Hair
Light Drown 526 220 746 520
Brown 1057 382 1439 1315
Dark brown 320 370 690 699
Black 287 45 332 186
Skin
Acne 1228 244 1472 1206
Clear 4 75 79 66
Diseased 1
Vaccination scar
Pitted 927 358 1285 912
Keloidal 300 155 456 131
Smooth 760 361 1121 950
Under 15 ram. 553 178 731 608
15 to 20 ram. 732 498 1230 925
Over 20 mm. 697 183 880 523
Teeth abnormal 2421 673 3094 417
Thyroid Enlarged 311 451 762 356
Lymph
Cervical 275 155 431 315
Axillary 185 10 195 37
Inguinal 195 77 272 98
Spitrochlear 38 1 39 13
Chest Abnormal 56 78 134 95
Lungs Abnormal 12 15 27 27
Heart
Enlarged
, 7
Irregular 36 6 42 35
Murmur, Unci as sif dll 7 18
Aortic 1 1 2 5
llitral 1 11 12 20
Systolic 26 27 53 47
Abdomen
Rigid 62 100 152 66
Relaxed 44 49 93 47
Hernia (Present) 39 3 42 72
Palpable
Liver 2 5 7 35
Spleen 3 4 7
Kidney 2 6 8 5
Other 2 29 31 35
Penis (circum) 839 839 478
Testes
Enlarged 3 3
Atrophy 2 2 11
Absent
Hydrocele 1 1 1
Varicocele 142 142 66
Undescended 21 21 5
Menses
Regular 935 935 812
i : -
I
i
-V 4
Tatle II - Cont^d
Men Wonen Class of '28
Total
Class of '27
Total
Menses
Irregular
Pain
Severe
Slight
Leucorrhea
Urine
Acid 1996
Alkaline 46
Alb-omen 86
Sugar 23
Vertebral Column
Kyphosis (stooped) 51
Lordosis ( sway"back) 48
Scoliosis (curvature) 64
Plat Feet
Long arches
1st. Degree 599
2nd. " 362
3rd. " 130
Anterior arches 419
Dthor Joints
Upper extremities,
r
6
1 4
Lower extremities, 5
1 13
!Tose
Spur
.
235
Div. 277
Other abnormalities 103
Idenoids 1
3hr. Pharyngitis 8
Ponsils
Ab. 554
Path. 361
Other 413
Cars
Cerumen (wax) 345
Chr
. suppurat i on 7
Spch. 3
'yes
Lids 12
Refraction
0,Do 443
O.S. 350
Corrected 25
Conjunctivitis 339
[emorrhoids 48
235
201
459
139
666
7
6
5
870
594
466
376
242
113
698
193
205
211
«
2
359
62
359
179
559
544
97
221
5
235
201
469
139
2662
53
92
28
921
642
530
975
604
243
1117
7
4
6
13
428
483
314
1
10
913
423
772
524
7
3
12
1002
894
122
560
53
178
213
372
14
2588
354
210
15
939
653
594
674
391
460
926
30
33
21
21
224
245
188
4
13
457
88
609
417
28
12
625
622
247
3
2
r -
r- b -
Table III - Appendix
CLASSI?ISD SUl^l^RT OF PHYSIO.\L gXAI-.IIMTIOII RESULTS
Men Women
Urban Rural Out-st. Urban Rural Out-st,
Total ITo. examined
Re-examined
Inherited diseases
1597
Injuries, Head
Chest
Abdominal
Other
Operations, Head
Chest
Abdominal
Other
53
62
29
231
764
1
129
209
Vaccination scar (age)
Under 10 years
10 to 20 years
Over 20 years
Sleep, Under 7 hours
7 to 9 hours
Over 9 hours
Stimulants, tea
coffee
tobacco
700
Tubercul '
s
paternal 19 12
maternal 14 10
Cancer paternal 14 6
maternal 22 11
Neurasthenia paternal 16 5
maternal 32 20
Epilepsy paternal
maternal 2
25
34
8
164
298
42
51
425 706
4
5
4
3
1
1
12
26
B
93
192
24
57
11
18
10
17
6
27
1
23
1
2
109
95
8
36
223
312
3
7
4
2
5
7
11
1
1
52
114
1
17
107
187
1
5
3
2
1
5
10
1
2
35
10
15
62
349 111 88 231 74 56
981 358 234 345 148 73
35 23 28 16 9 2
13 5 15 12 4 1
1507 652 396 540 298 158
S7 43 11 28 7 10
684 223 175 281 59 77
1060 3?6 245 358 ISO 100
504 172 111
I1
6 -
Men
ITrlDan Rixral Out-st.
Women
Diseases, Measles
Rubella
ises
155
630
83
339
33
Chickenpox ?.70 377 185
Whooping co"U3gh 807 453 207
Scarlet Fever 281 105 60
Typhoid ^'evor 77 43 25
Diphtheria 179 50 40
Typhoid Vacc. 236 104 102
Meningitis 8 1
Malaria 48 27 26
Smallpox 62 51 25
Smallpox Vacc. 1168 440 313
Pne-umonia 186 100 48
Asthma 25 2 6
Pleiarisy 24 11 7
Rheiimatism 67 28 18
Amygdalitis 251 85 50
Chorea 6 3 3
Influenza 483 305 130
Otitis Media 48 13 11
Gonorrhea 3 3 1
Urhan Rural Out-st
551 307 171
31 18 11
448 213 127
A59 210 108
118 37 21
25 14 7
54 15 16
20 15 3
2 1
27 9 3
30 13 16
198 84 48
93 50 31
11 1 2
25 10 4
48 17 6
34 5 4
1 1 2
256 153 68
4 1 2
S^'philis
Constipation 53 24 19 42 22 7
Dysentery 4 2 5 1 3 1
Appendicitis 87 35 15 47 19 20
neurasthenia 20 1 4 8 1 3
Poliomyelitis 3 3 1
Tuberciilosis 4 1
I
!!en Wonen
Ur"b ail Eural Out - st
.
Ur"ban Rural Out-st.
Diseases, Wears Glasses 415 244 102 219 112 56
Gen'l DevelopnH
Excellent 46 20 14 11 10 4
Good 9C4 42G 240 337 139 S3
Fair 499 222 149 309 148 88
Poor 55 27 15 33 14 8
Nutrition, Thin ICO 73 51 66 34 20
Average 1366 610 362 569 250 146
Obese 32 15 4 47 21 10
Build, Stocky 394 178 110 117 57 32
Medium 731 340 193 430 194 110
Slender 423 179 117 149 61 39
Eyes, Blue 55 C 265 159 231 110 62
Gray 84 65 2? 85 30 19
Dark Gray 45 15 8 22 7 5
Greenish 306 140 53 52 41 15
Hikzel 123 39 27 112 39 19
Dark 445 172 131 178 73 61
Hair, ?air 37 IG 10 36 14 9
Haxen 147 59 39 18 9 5
Reddish 98 34 13 26 16 4
Light "brown 307 137 ^.2 140 53 27
Brown 5C5 326 145 213 114 55
Dark "brown 200 71 49 213 95 62
Black 174 47 65 24 13
Skin , Acne 586 400 242 97 72 45
Clear 4 50 25
--i^
;vj
- r -
Men VZonen
Urt^ EuroJ. Out- St. Urban Rural Out-st.
Vaccination, Type scar
Pitted
Keloidal
Smooth
Under 15 inm.
15 to 20 mm.
Over 20 mm.
Teeth, Abnormal
Thyroid, Enlarged
Lymph, Cervical
Axillary
Ing^iinal
Epitrochlear
Chest, Abnormal
Lungs, Abnormal
Heart, Enlarged
Irregular
577 207 143
19C 62 40
494 151 115
354 131 6C
490 153 G9
464 154 79
15C5 533 302
195 72 44
143 r? 45
107 52 26
lor- 5G 29
27 4 7
40 11 5
10 1 1
223
97
241
IIG
30C
101
42C
270
57
3C
42
11
C2
38
72
41
117
50
161
120
64
21
26
53
21
40
19
73
32
G4
61
35
r
10
29
Murmur, Aortic 1
Mitral 9
Systolic 21
Unclassified 10
Abdomen, Rigid 39
Relaxed
Hernia, Present
Palpable, Liver
Spleen
Kidneys
Other
33
27
1
2
2
2
1
3
1
15
5
6
1
1
1
2
C
6
6
1
17 7 3
4 2 1
55 28 17
24
1
2
2
1
13
17
2
2
2
3
4
2
12
\
- 9 ^
Hen 170111611
Ur"b8J1 Rural Out - s t
.
Ur"ban Rural Out-st,
Testes, atrophied
enlarged
undescended
hydrocele
varicocele
1 1 Menses,
regular 547 251 137
1 1 1
irreg. 135 66 34
19 2
Pain,
1 none 285 111 66
77 42 23 slight 259 135 72
severe 118 50 23
Leucorr-
hea 98 30 11
Penis» circumcision
Urine, Acid
Alkaline
Albumen
Sugar
Vertebral Column
Kyphosis
Lordosis
Scoliosis
Flat Peet,
Long arches 1
Anterior arches
Other Joints,
Upper extrems. , r
Lower extrems., r
Nose, Spur
Deviated septum
Other
546 158 135
1165 540 290
22 15 9
48 24 14
14 2 7
39 9 3
37
41 10 14
299 172 128
219 94 49
71 31 28
231 122 66
5 1
4
1 3 1
8 3 2
142 51 32
167 63 47
60 28 15
441 133 92
2 4 1
2 3 1
3 2
514 215 141
345 147 101
275 120 71
190 114 72
147 57 36
57 41 15
371 188 139
116
129
114
50 27
51 26
57 40
Mi
i
- 10
Men T7oracn
Urhan Euro.l Out-st. Urhan Rural Out-st
Adenoids, present 1
Chr. Pharyngitis 1 7 2
Tonsils, absent 350 126 78 224 84 51
pathological 157 122 72 45 9 7
other 259 100 54 202 97 50
Bars, cerumen 216 76 53 109 53 17
Chr . suppurat i on 2 3 2
Speech 2 1
Eye, lids 9 1 2
0. D. right 294 86 53 347 129 83
0, S. left 197 86 57 315 139 90
Corrected 17 4 4 58 31 8
Conjunctivitis X 338 221
Hemorrhoids 31 6 11 3 2
'.t'S
1 ''/} .': V
'%.
i
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Ta-ble IV - A'">p3ndix
CAS3S EITCOtn^EHED rXmilTO THE YEAR
AlDscess, about rectiom 1
alveolar 28
axilla 1
mammary gland
nasal septum 1
periosteal 3
tonsillar 7
unclassified 10
Acidosis
51
1
Acne 59
Adenoids 2
Adenitis 120
Adhesions 2
Albuminuria 10
Alopecia, areata 4
4
44
627
Anemia 7
Angioneurotic Edema 2
Angina Pectoris 2
Appendicitis, a.cutc 18
chronic 24
ujiclassificd .57 79
Arrythmia 3
Arthritis, acute 4
chronic 6
unclassified 24 34
Asthma ]_2
Astigmatism
Amblyopea
Amenorrhea
Amygdalitis* acute 581
chronic 46
Auto Intoxication
54
83
i
12 -
Bo.ckache
Balanitis
Biliousness
Blepharitis
Blindness
Bronidrosis
Bronchitis, acute
chroixic
unclassified
352
8
22
Bursitis, acute
elbow
heel
unclassified
11
2
4
8
32
3
23
11
1
14
392
25
Calculus of Urethrial 1
Callositas 66
Canker Sore 38
Carbuncle 2
Caries of tooth 18
Cataract 1
Catarrh 9
Cerumcnosis 97
Chalazion 1
Chancroid, unclassified 1
Chicken Pox 3
Cholangitis, acute 1
Circinata 1
Clavus 24
Coccydynia 5
Colitis 14
Comedo 2
Condyle 1
•»-
-.»> ;
— 13 i»^
Conj-anctivitis, acute 294
chronic 2
iinclassifiod 17 313
Constipation 175
Coryza 3129
51
4
1
Cyst of, selDacious 14
neck 7
unclassified 30
Cystitis
Dacrocystitis
Dermatitis, calorica 1
herpetiformis 2
medicamentosa 5
mycelial 116
traumatica 1
venenata 11
occupational 5
unclassified 71 212
Bevi at ion-nasal septum 20
Diabetes Mellitus 1
Diarrhea 86
Dysentery 1
Dysmenorrhea 1224
Eczema 75
Edema-unclassified 3
Enteritis, acute 87
unclassified 10 97
Epilepsy, unclassified 2
Epistaxis 90
Erythema, multifomo 1
nodosum 4
scarlatiniforme 6 11
Eustacheitis 10
Exhaustion 216
Eainting 8
Falling hair 2

- 14
FilDroraa, iiiiclassificd 1
Fissure-anus 2
skin 8 10
Flatus ^
Folliculitas 3
Food poisoning 216
Furunculosis '^'^8
Gajiglion, uncla.ssiiiod 2
wrist 3 5
Grastritis, acuto-catarrhal 645
chronic-catarrhal 1
unclassified 35 681
G-astroenteritig 128
German Measles 4
Gingivitis 20
Glossitis 2
Goitre 11
G-onococcus-Noisscr 12
Halitosis 4
Hallux Valgus Z
Hay Fever 11
Headache 467
HeiTiatcmesis 1
Hematoma-external oar 17
unclassified 19 36
Hematuria 2
Hemoptysis 2
Hemorrhage, unclnssifiod 6
Hemorrhoids, external 17
internal 5
unclassified 32 54

^ J5 -
Hernia, inquinal 3
unclassified 1^ 22
Herpes, facialis 4
labiales 22
simplex 27
unclassified /^l ^4
Hiccough 35
Hordeolum 11^
Hydrocele, unclassified i
Hyperidrosis 22
Hypermetropia 8
Hypertrophy-heart 1
unclassified 1 2
Hypertension 7
Hyper turhinatis 1
Hysteria 2
Impetigo-contagiosa 55
unclassified 54 99
Incontinence-urine 3
Influenza 412
Ingrowing nail 22
Insomnia 27
Iritis 2
Laryngitis 5 acute 128
Lcuccorrhea 3
Lichen Planus 1
Lumbago 12
Mastitis 1
Mastoiditis 2
Measles 9
Monorrhagia 50
Metatarsalgia 3
f\'".
- 16 -
lie t r rrhagia 17
Migrain 14
Mi sc ' s-ailmcnt s
abdominal pain 27
"blood pressure 8
chost trouble 2
cou!f;h--unclassificd 58
deafness 1
drowning- 1
car trouble 50
foot trouble 69
heart lesion 1
regurgitation 10
burn 1
trouble 34
local infections 467
malaise 14
moles 1
nose trouble 18
overwork 5
poljniria 3
tooth trouble 221
toothache 25
unclassified 5
eye trouble 95 1118
Mumps 158
J,{yalgia 94
i^driasis 18
Myopia 49
Myositis, acute 9
unclassified 86 105
ivlyringi t i s , acut e 5
unclassified 2 7
narcolepsy 1
Nephritis, chronic intc^l 1
unclassified
_10 11
nephrolithiasis 1
Heuralgia, face 19
intercostal 2
sciatica 1
unclassified 37 59
Nervousness 48
Nourasthenxa 25

.- 17 -
Neuritis 31
Ucurosis, "aiiclassiiied 3
Obesity 6
Orchitis, acute 7
unclassifiei 1 8
Osteoma 2
Osteomyelitis 2
Otitis media, acute 53
chronic 27
unclass'd 32 92
Ovaritis 1
Palpitation,, cardiac 3
Papilloma, unclassified 3
Paralysis, infantile sp'c 1
Paronychia 15
Pediculosis, puhis 10
unclass'd 1 11
Perforated ear drums 6
Perisclcritis 6
Periostitis 41
Pes planus 90
Petit Mai 2
Pharyngitis, acute 1535
chronic 8
unclass'd 23 1556
Phimosis 3
Phohia 2
Pityriasis, rosea 8
Pleurisy, sicca 6
suppujrat. i\o 2
unclassi-:.'icc.
_^_ 37
Pleurodynia 3
Polypus, nasal 12
Pompholyx 1
» f
- 13 -
Poison-ivy 1
Pruritis ^
Psoriasis ^
Psychasthenla *
Psychosis "^
Pterygiiom 1
Pyorrhea, alveolaris 5
"onclassified
_1 ^
Pyrosis 8
Panula 1
Eat 3ite 1
Rheiimatism, mu-sculaf 2S
Rhinitis, acutG 509
chronic 15
Ring Worn
Sarcoma
524
23
1
ScaT^ies, "unclassified 108
Scarlet Pcvor 4
SelSorrhca 16
Sosarnoiditis 3
Shock 1
Sinusitis, eth.-noidaX 4
frontal 34
mamillary 9
sphenoidal 1
imclassifiedlOG 154
Spasms, imclassificd 1
Spur 1
Stomatitisn, gangrenous 4
unclass'd 28 32
Stasis-intestinal 1
v^. ». , ./
.:r:;v ;:.! •^ .^r.-.
: t -*
*'v. -;.-
.-<c
i\-
• ^; 5j : -i .>•
.- 19 -
Sub scleral Hcnorrhage 2
Sudanen Crystalun 5
Synovitis, acute 1
chronic 1
unclassified 1 0. 12
Syphilis, unclas-sified 1
Tachycardia "^
Tenosynovitis 24
Tinea 104
Torticollis 16
Tracheitis 298
Tracheo-Bronchitis 2
Trichophytosis, unclass'd 2
sycosis
_1. 3
T.B. -cervical gland 1
pulmonary, chronic 1
spine 1
unclassified
_9, 12
Tumors, cauliflower ear 27
mucocclle 2
unclassified 5 34
Ulcer» eye
duodenum
6
2
lip
mouth
3
10
nasal passage
skin, leg
unclassified
stomach
1
7
2
7
unclassified 7 45
Underweight 4
Urinations, frequent 4
Urithritis, acute 2
unclassified
_1 ^
s
Urticaria ^ 47
Valvar diss chr. cardiac 5
Varicocele 11
Vertigo 14
• t-
^ 20 -
Vincent's Angina
Vomiting
Wart
Wry Neck
29
4
178
2
POLSOITTNG- h"^) BJTSS
Poisoning, chlorine 4
insect st ing 9
mercury 1
phosgen 1
ptomaine 4
skin irri tat ion 21
Otherwise unclassified
_J.
Bites, dog 6
human 1
INJUHIES WOUims MD SO FOBTH
Abrasion, axm. 9
hack 6
buttocks 5
elbow 17
face 12
finger 23
foot 73
hand 25
heel 54
knee 68
log 43
nose 5
skin 30
thigh 9
toe 31
othcr¥/ise •unclassified 59
Blister, too
Burn of arm 7
back 1
eye, acid 2
alko-li 2
otherwi se unclass'd 6
face 7
finger 15
foot 4
hand 18
leg 5
mat burn 6
mouth 3
neck 2
wrist 2
chemical 35
electrical 2
otherwise unclassified 22
42
470
18
139
'*'**'
* .• .\*^..
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Contusion of
Crash-finger
r.bdomen 2
arm 8
"back 4
iDone, Tib 5
thorax 10
maxilla 1
buttocks 2
Chest wall 12
external car 3
eyeball 4
eye lid 13
face 1
finger 66
foot 12
hand 15
joint, anicle 17
elbow 11
hip 5
knee 25
wrist 6
leg 29
lip 4
muscle 4
nose 13
scalp 1
should-^r 29
side 2
spine 3
testicle 3
thigh 9
toe 32
brain 1
head 13
heel 12
eye 1
skin 2
otherwise unclass'd 26
Dislocation- clavicle 2
elbow Joint 6
finger 28
hip 3
injured semi-lunar 11
cart.
knee 23
metatarsus 3
shoulder 8
toe 4
vertebra 3
otherwise unclass'd 55
406
7
147

22 -
i^oroign "body, ear 1
eye 67
am 2
hand 9
foot 9
fingor 29
lip 1
otherwise -anclass'd 3 121
Fracture, acromion 4
ankle joint, sinrple 7
wrist Joii:t, sinple 4
finger 4
"bones-foot 2
forearm, sii:Tple S
hand, sinrple 8
othcrwis-e Mnc^2
leg, sinple 4
clavicle, sinnlG 2
nasal septum 4
rib, simple 1.9
vertebra, sirrrple 2
otherwise unclassified
simple 1
unclassified 6 71
Hemorrhage, eyebaJl 3
under conjunctiva 1_ 4
Intracranial injury 1
Intraspinal injury 3
Rupture of ligaincnts,
knee 1
muscle 2
tendon 1
otherwise unclass'd 1 5
Sprain, ankle 277
arm 3
back 41
elbow 3
finger 24
hand 3
hip 2
joint, foot 59
neck 5
sacroi•liac 4
Imeo 78
shoulder 22
tendon 1
thorax 2
thuTib 12
toe 8
wrist 32
otherwise unc:lasGified 25 602

w 23
Strain-joint, aniile 28
foot 4
lOlCG 15
nock 4
slioulclcr 5
sacro iliac 4
wrist 15
"anclassified 2
muscle, aDdomon 5
thigh 5
"back 14
leg 8
"unclassified 33
eye 7X
toe 2
otherwise •unclassified 4 219
Woiind of am, incised 3
lacerated 3
external ear, incised 1
lacerated 4
eye, lacerated 3
incised V
face, lacerated 8
incised '3
unclassified 1
finger, incised 55
lacerated 48
punctured 1
foot, incised 6
lacerated 14
punctured 5
unclassified 2
hand, incised 13
lacerated 23
p-onctured 2
lonclassified 1
joint-knee, incised 2
lacerated 6
punctured 1
leg, incised 5
lacerated 12
Qunctured 2
unclassified 2
lips, incised 12
lacerated 4
unclassified 1
mouth, incised 1
nose, incised 1
knee, incised 1
scalp, incised 7
lacerated 11
unclassified 2

ii 24
thigh,, p-oncturod 1
toe, lacerated 7
tongue, lacerated 1
unclassified, incised 10
la.ccrated 8
punctured S
stabbed 3
othoi-wisc uncl2
head, incised 3 323
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Talkie V - ApTPendix
E3CAPITULATI0H
Coryza 3129
Pharyngitis 1566
Dysmenorrhea 1224
lyfisc Ailments 1133
Furanculosis '^'^^
Gastritis S81
Amygdalitis ^27
Sprain S02
Rhinitis 524
Ahrasion ^^^
Headache 467
Influenza '^12
Bronchitis ' 392
Wound 322
Conjunctivitis 313
Tracheitis 296
Exhaustion 216
Food Poisoning 21S
Dermatitis 212
Wart 178
Constipation 175
Mumps 158
Sinusitis 154
Strain 146
Burn 139
Injured-semi 136
Laryn^^^itis 128
Gastro-enteritis 128
Foreign Body 121
Adenitis 120
Hordeolum 118
Sca"bics 108
Myositis 105
Tinea 104
Impetigo 99
CemmGnosis 97
J;!yalgia 94
Otitis ^ 92
Pes Planus 90
Epistaxis 90
Auto-intoxication 89
Diarrhea 86
Appendicitis 79
Cellulitis 78
Eye Strain 71
Herpes 67
Callositas 66
Astigmatism 64
Ucuralgia 59
<t
:
-r-
« 2S
Hemorrhoids 54
Cyst 51
Abscess 51
Myopia 49
Urticaria ^
^\iiicnorrhea 44
Ulcer 42
Periostitis 41
Canker Sore 28
Hemat oma 36
Hiccoiigh 36
Timor s 34
Arthritis 34
Stor.iatitism 32
BackachQ 32
Pleurisy 31
Menorrhagia 30
Vincent ^ s iVn^ina 29
Enlarged Thyroid 28
Herpes Sinplcx 27
Insorjiia 27
Rhe-omatism, Ifoscular 26
Neurasthenia 25
Clavus 24
Biliousness 23
Ringworm 23
Ingrowing Hail 22
Hernia 22
Hyperidrosis 22
Skin irritation 21
Deviation-Nasal septum 20
G-ingivitis 20
Caries of tooth 18
'iasis 18
Si"borrhea 15
Torticollis IS
Paronychia 15
Metrorrhagia 15
Vertigo 14
Bromidrosis 14
Colitis 14
Migrain ' 14
Asthma 12
Synovitis 12
Polypus, Nasal 12
Gonococcug 12
Lumhago 12
Varicocele \\
Hay fever 11
Nephritis 11
Blepharitis 11
Goitre 11
Venenata H
-•;'<•
.-i < i
^ 2"? u
Bursitis
Al^Tjminuria
Eustacheitis
Fissure
Measles
NIITB CASJ1S > Catarrh, Insect sting, Hypei^.itropia..
11
11
10
10
10
SIGHT g;\^ES, Orchitis, Pruritis, Pityriasis^- Fainting, Pyrosis,
Flatus, Tachycardia,
SSVEN CASES. Hypertension, EcJchj'-mosis, ^.I^ringitis-, Psoriasis,
Pyorrhea, Anemia, Periscleritisr
SIX CASES . Dog Bite, Perforated Ear Di-uns, Obesity, Valv'r dis,
chr, cardiac, Plc-ciTsy-sicca, Sudarnen crystalline
FlVi! CASES . G-anglion, Broken too, Rupture, Coccydynia, ptomaine
Poisoning,
POUR QASE^g , 'irorniting, Fractured Acromion, Scarlet Fever, Under-
weight, Arntlyopca, Endcarditis,, Cystitis-, Alopecia^/
Urinations frequent^ Hemorrhage, Chlorine Poisoning,
tJorman JiJeasles, Halitosis*
THREE. Cj^^S' Intraspinal Injury, Hallux Valgus , Exostosis^ Chicken-
pox, Palpitation cardiac, Urithritis, Pleurodymia,
Incontcnonce Urine, Metatarsalgia, Balanitis, Arrythmia,
Edema, Folliculitas.
TWO
Om CASS
,
Strain toe, Comedo, Tracheo Bronchitis, Concussion Bsrain,
Petit Malr Osteoma, Glossitis, Osteomyelitis, Poisoning*
(Unc). Hysteria, Carbuncle j. Subscleral Hemorrhage, Wry
Heck, Psychosis, Phohiaj Iritis, Mastoiditis, Adenoids,
Adhesion, Angina Pectoris, ilngioncurotic Edema, Epilepsy,
Falling Hairt
Scald Scalp, Hematimesis, Hypertrophy of Heart, Hyper
turbinatis,. Hypertrophy (Unc.),. Dysphagia^ Calculus of
urethrial,- Injury Sye, Acidosis, Broncheictasis, Blindness,.
Eiahetis Mellitus, Dysentery, Fibroma, Dislocated Shoulder;
Spur, Spasms, Shock, Sarcoma, Quinsy, ITarcolepsy, Coccogenous
Sycosis, Nephrolithiasis, Drug Excess, Cholangitis, Condyle,
Dacrocystitis, Circinata^ Cartharsis, Cataract, Chalasiohj
S^'phllig (Unc.)? Stasis intestinal, T.3. Cervical gland,
T»3« Spine,. Hat Bite, Eercury Poisoning, Phosgene Poisoning,
Ovaritis-j Paralysis Infantile Sp.'c., Pompholyx, Psychasthenia,
Ptcrygram, Ranula, Poison ivy. Lichen planus, Mastitis, Human
BitOr
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CIVIL SERVICE PHYSICAL EXAiniTATIOHS
1924 - 1925
Men
Total mimlDer examined 37
Ee-exaTiinGd
Married 21
Widower 1
Single 16
Age
Average 34
Minimum 17
Maxinura 60
PossilDle inherited diseases Tuhercnlosis
in parents Paternal 1
Maternal X
Canqer
Paternal 1
Maternal 3
Neurasthenia
Paternal
Maternal 1
Epilepsy-
Paternal
Maternal
Injuries sustained Head
Chest 1
AlDdominal
Other 6
Operations undergone Head
Chest
4
Ahdominal 4
Other
Vaccination scar (a^^^e) Under 10 vrs- 5
10 to 20 yrs. 14
Over 20 yrs. 14
Sleep Under 7 hours 2
7 to 9 hours 33
Over 9 hours 2
Stimilants Tea 9
Coffee 30
To'bacco 29
Diseases had Measles 34
Ruhella 6
Mumps 29
Chickenpox 23
Whooping cough 28
Scarlet fever 2
Women Total
37
21
1
15
1
1
1
3
1
6
4
4
6
14
14
2
33
2
9
30
29
34
6
29
23
28
2
'."i.:
. -. X-
- gsi -
Men Women Total
T^-phoid fever 4 4
Typhoid Vac 51^ 5
Diphtheria 1 1
Meningitis
Ji'!alaria 2 2
Smallpox 3 3
Smallpox vac. 25 26
Pne-umonia 5 5
Asthma
Pleurisy
Rheumatism 4 4
Amygdalitis 1 1
Chorea
Influenza 9 9
Otitis Media 2 2
Gonorrhea
Syphilis
Chcncroid
Constipq,tion 1 1
Dysentery
Appendicitis 4 4
neurasthenia
Poliomyelitis
Tuherculosis
Wears Glasses 8 8
General Development Good 33 33
Pair 2 2
Excellent
Poor
IJutrition Thin
Average 34 34
Ohese 1 1
Build Stocliy 8 8
Medium 23 23
Slender 4 4
Eyes Blue 20 20
Gray 7 7
Dark Gray
Greenish 1 1
Hazel 3 3
Dark 4 4
Hair Pair 3 3
Flaxen
Reddish
Light Brown 8 8
Brovm 9 9
Dark Drovm 12 12
Black 3 3
Skin Acne 5 5
•*>•
kf ..a
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Clear
Diseased
Vaccination (type of scar) Pitted
Keloidal
Smooth
Under 15 ran.
15 to 20 rnm.
Over 20 mm.
Teeth
Thyroid
Lymph
Chest
Liings
Heart
Abdomen
Hernia
PalpalDle
Testes
Penis
Urine
VertelDral Col-om.n
Abnormal
Enlarged
Cervical
Axillary
Ingiunal
Spitrochlear
Abnormal
Abnormal
Enlarged
Irro^lar
Murmur
Aortic
Mitral
Systolic
Rigid
Relaxed
Present
Liver
Spleen
Kidneys
Other
Atrophied
Enlarged
Undescended
Hydrocele
Varicocele
Circumcised
Acid
Alkaline
Albumin
Sugar
Kyphosis
Lordosis
Scoliosis
Men Women Total
25 25
17 17
10 10
2 2
3 3
4 4
22 22
17 17
2 2
1 1
3 . 3
3 3
1
6
1
2
2
2
27
1
9
2
1
6
1
2
2
2
27
1
9
2
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Hemorrhoids
Plat FcGt
Other joints
ITose
Adenoids
Chr . Pharyngi t i s
Tonsils
Ears
:Syes
Long Arches
(a^norroal)
1.
2.
3.
Anterior Arches
(ahnomn2)
Upper extrem.
R.
L.
Iiov/or eztrem.
Ro
L.
Spur
Div
Othef
Present
A"^osont
Patho
Other
Ccr-unien
Chr. S.
Spch
Lids
Hofraction
O.D.
O.S.
Corrected
Conjunctivitis
General physical condition Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Grade Ijxcclient
Good
Pair
Poor
Unclassified
\Wt iV;,:, ,,; V^ \\\,
FEB 2 4v.^^
UNlVERSJTy Of U-ttMOii^
Men
2
Tforaen Total
1
1
2
2
1
11
13
3
27
7
1
27
7
1
1
1
2
2
I
11
13
3
27
7
1
27
7
1
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